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18. The Prince withdrew his support for the conference upon being told by King Savang Vatthana in Luang Prabang on April 30 that it constituted an unwarranted interference by foreign powers in Lao- tian domestic affairs. The King later changed his mind. For a commentary on what took place in Luang Prabang, see Réalités cambodgiennes, May 6, 1961.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE LAO ELITE

Joel M. Halpern

ITS URGENT TOPICAL IMPORTANCE ASIDE, Laos has many features of interest persons concerned with Asian problems generally and, in a broader context, those concerned with the development of newly sovereign nations. This land-locked country of approximately two million inhabitants possesses--on a small scale but often in exaggerated form--many of the problems facing emerging states elsewhere: a small hereditary elite; a lack of trained administrators; an indifferent peasantry; dissident minority groups; inadequate basic industries and exports; poor transportation and communications facilities; and an active communist party that has recently become a competing government.

Before its incorporation into French Indochina in the late nineteenth century, Laos had been in existence for more than 500 years in the form of several petty kingdoms of varying sizes. Today Laos is essentially a formal political entity, shaped by the history of French colonial expansion. Not only is the country not a cohesive geographic unit, but all the ethnic groups inhabiting it are found in greater numbers in neighboring countries, with the possible exception of the diverse indigenous tribal peoples (Khá), who lack a common culture.

In a sense the political independence of Laos has enforced its economic dependence. Several centuries ago the Lao were quite capable of ruling themselves and even of waging wars against their neighbors, but the present resources of the country are inadequate to sustain the complex apparatus and large bureaucracy that the smallest nation requires today. This inadequacy is particularly striking when to the normal burdens of administration and economic development are added those of maintaining an army and a police force. It may be noted in this connection that more Europeans have been on the scene in Laos in recent years than at any time in the colonial era. (In 1960 there were several thousand French and some 750 Americans in Laos, whereas in 1921 and 1950 the "European" population totaled 361 and 802, respectively.)

The social structure of Laos is a complex mosaic of many elements, the most clearly delimited of which are the various ethnic groups. The major ones are the valley-dwelling Buddhist Lao; their linguistic cousins, the tribal Tai (e.g., Tai Dam, Tai Lü); the aboriginal Khá; and hill tribes such as the Miao and Yao, originating in China. In addition, there are the urban minority groups--Chinese and Vietnamese, Indians, Pakistanis, and Europeans.
that one section of the country has been favored over another. Most of the elite appear to have originated in Vientiane, Luang Prabang, and Champassak, with relatively few coming from Xieng Khouang and only a limited number from such provinces as Khammouane and Savannakhet. No members of the Lao elite trace their origin to Nam Tha, Phong Saly, San Heua, Attapeu or Sayaboury; except for the last province, which was formerly part of Thailand, all these areas are overwhelmingly non-Lao.

If one examines the background of the deputies from these latter provinces, it is possible to find many cases of elite officials who have served there and then run for office. While there may be, for example, a few individuals who were originally from Vientiane Province, served for a long time in Luang Prabang, and then proceeded to run for office from the latter area, such cases are relatively unusual. Like many other members of the Lao elite, most of the Father Lao deputies have run for office in their birthplace.

Even in traditional Lao society an outstanding individual could rise in the class hierarchy if he came to the attention of the king or some other royal personage and received a title. There are examples of this mobility in present-day Lao society, but they appear to be relatively few. One of the generals in the Lao army is the son of a farmer, and a provincial governor came from a family of fishermen; in both cases, however, they married members of the Lao elite. Today their children are fully admitted to the elite. Very few members of the elite are said to be of tribal origin (including Captain Kong Lao, who staged the revolt against the royal government in the summer of 1960—but his wife is reported to be related to one of the traditional elite). Once they adopt Lao culture, participate in the French-influenced educational system, and rise in the Lao hierarchy, they appear to be accepted. Acquired culture traits rather than ethnic and racial origins are the determining factor. Both the children of Lao-Chinese marriages and Lao-French métis are accepted, but neither appear to gain particular prestige as a result of their origin. The wife of a former prime minister is a métisse, and some present and former ministers have European wives.

Almost all those who have entered the ranks of the elite were either born or brought up in urban or semi-urban areas. It has been virtually impossible for an individual from a marginal rural district to become a member of the elite, for, as indicated earlier, one of the reasons the elite tended to be self-perpetuating was the restricted access to the limited educational opportunities; these in turn were the key to government employment and hence the means to social mobility. Neither trade nor the priesthood offered this opportunity. Once an individual managed to achieve at least nine years of education, no insurmountable barriers blocked his way upward in the bureaucracy. Yet achieving even this modest education was next to impossible for a villager, since he either had no access to primary schools, or the ones he attended offered inferior
and army officers for support and has called on the population to remain true to its traditions and to oppose alien influence. The responsible elite, in other words, has relied mainly on traditional means for countering subversion and has looked hopefully to the past. On their part, the Pathet Lao have directed their appeals to the monks and the tribal peoples and to "persons of all classes," even to such unorganized groups as intellectuals, workers and youth. The Pathet Lao confidently envision a shining future for Laos, in contrast to the royal government, whose deepest loyalty appears to be to outmoded cultural patterns. The ideology offered by the Pathet Lao and their associates is not irresistible, to be sure, but at least it is an ideology that holds some promise for the future, whereas no viable forward-looking alternative has been presented by the royal government. In the writer's opinion, the conclusion is clear: the traditional elite that has controlled the royal government has failed to adapt itself to the demands of the present situation.
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